ON Monday, the 19th of February, at around 3:30 AM, a break-in occurred at an art gallery in Brentwood. The suspects attempted to gain entry through a window but were unsuccessful. They then smashed the glass out of the front door of the business with a crowbar. Within minutes, the suspects took a lithograph and an etching by David Hockney which were hanging in the gallery. They were selective in what they took, ignoring art of higher value by other artists near the door.

**GALLERY BURGLARY**

HOCKNEY, David
1979
*Celia Elegant*
lithograph
#77/100
44" x 29"
signed and dated

HOCKNEY, David
1973
*Tulips*
Etching aquatint
#10/75
36" x 28"
signed lower right
ADDITIONAL STOLEN ART

framed tapestry
(approx. 1845)
English pub scene
18" x 55"
signed Pari Amini

MYER, Grik
(1870)
_Creek, Woods, Sunset_
oil on canvas
21" x 32"
signed lower right

Requesting any information on . . .

1. **Antique quilts** - approximately 50 taken during a burglary of a business on Melrose Ave. (LASD)

2. **Egyptian scarab ring #1** - accession number in ink on inside of band. From Old Kingdom. Ring amulet consisting of a round C-shaped piece of gold with knobs at the ends. Between these ends is a blue-green scarab with an oval shaped band of gold around its base. A gold wire runs through a hole in each gold knob, through the gold mounting strip of the scarab and through a hole running through the length of the scarab's base thus holding it in the ring. The bottom of the ring is inscribed with a protective spell. (95-0317857 • 4-3/95)

3. **Egyptian scarab ring #2** - accession number in ink on inside of band. From Old Kingdom. Gold band with a blue & green stone. (95-0317857 • 4-3/95)